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QUESTION 1

You are helping a customer learn about Avaya Contact Center Select (ACCS). They want to know about server
requirements for an ACCS with Business Continuity. Which two statements describe the server configurations for IP
Office and ACC with Business Continuity? 

A. If the ACCS is using a hardware appliance the IP Office can be virtualized. 

B. IP Office and ACCS can be virtualized only using the same VMware host server. 

C. If the ACCS is using a hardware appliance the IP Office must be using a hardware appliance. 

D. IP Office and ACCS can be virtualized only using separate VMware host servers. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

A customer is considering replacing their Digital Enhanced Cordless Telecommunications (DECT) network 

with WIFI. They ask you which type of network is better. 

Which benefit would you tell them? 

A. WIFI has less up-front costs with BYOD; since there are no endpoints to purchase. 

B. WiFi provides voice and data access for users. 

C. DECT Is voice only and the chance of hacking Is minimal, 

D. DECT supports longer distances than Wi-Fi. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

You are speaking with a customer who has a large multi-site enterprise, and limited IT staff to support a new
communications system. They like the idea of housing the primary call control in a reliable data center, but do not have
such an environment. In their business today. Local survivability is critical as reliable communications is a core function
of their business. Based on these factors, which IP OfficeTM deployment model would meet the customer
requirements? 

A. Private Cloud 

B. Public Cloud 

C. Hybrid Cloud 

D. On-Premise 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 4

Which statement is true about the various levels and the file sharing capabilities of Avaya Spaces users? 

A. Only Member level users and above can share files. 

B. Only Owner/Admin level users can share files. 

C. All levels of users can share files. 

D. File sharing is not a capability within Avaya Spaces. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

For your customer, you have decided to configure an IP OfficeTM Server Edition. Using Just the primary server, which
types of internal collaboration are available for the power users? 

A. Audio collaboration plus point-to-point video calls and web collaboration that requires web collaboration licenses and
video licenses 

B. Audio collaboration plus point-to-point video calls and web collaboration that requires web collaboration licenses 

C. Audio collaboration plus multipoint video calls and web collaboration that requires web collaboration licenses 

D. Audio collaboration plus multipoint video calls and web collaboration that requires web collaboration licenses and
video licenses 

Correct Answer: B 
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